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Editor-in-Chief
     Released on Dec. 11, Taylor Swift’s second surprise album of 2020 
came as a thrilling shock to millions of fans and music lovers worldwide. 
A wintry sister album to Swift’s July release folklore, evermore marks 
a departure from Swift’s history of thematically-independent albums 
by returning to and elaborating on musical moods first established 
in folklore.
     Like folklore, several of Swift’s instrumental compositions in ever-
more — Happiness and Champagne Problems, for example — consist 
primarily of a lone piano melody accompanying her solo voice with 
light harmonies for a raw, stripped effect. Swift proves her impressive 
lyrical ability in these songs especially, crafting each stanza with gems 
of lines like “Your Midas touch on the Chevy door / November flush 
and your flannel cure’” and “I made you my temple, my mural, my sky 
/ Now I’m begging for footnotes in the story of your life.”
     In the manner of a true storyteller, Taylor keenly presents an 
interesting variety and nuance in the types of narratives of each song: 

seeing one’s efforts in the relationship go ignored and unappreciated by 
a partner, returning to one’s hometown and spend-
ing time with an old flame, establishing a 
balance between politeness and power, 
and many more.
     No Body, No Crime calls back to 
folklore’s The Last Great American 
Dynasty in its dance on the boundary 
between fiction and reality, blurring 
the distinction between the narrative 
voice of a character and that of Taylor 
herself. Other songs like Willow and 
Ivy brighten the mood with a chill but 
upbeat ukulele backing. Collaborating 
with The National on Coney Island, 
Swift pairs her clear female voice with 
the husky lower male register of Matt Beringer in a back-and-forth 
dialogue much like folklore’s Exile and 2012 album Red’s All Too Well. 

Finally, tracks like Gold Rush and Long Story Short rely on a rhythmic, 
drum-backed motion, providing a glint of holiday dazzle amid the 
other slow, snowy tracks.

     After dueting with Swift on Exile, Bon Iver returns to accompany 
her for evermore’s closing title track. Whereas Taylor directly 

declares that she doesn’t need her ex’s closure in the penultimate 
track, Evermore seems to be where she truly finds closure and 

even offers it tenderly to her listeners: “I had a feeling so peculiar 
/ this pain wouldn’t be for / evermore.”
     Like my experience with folklore, I found that the tracks on 
evermore really began to come to life and color after I listened 
to the album more and more. The album experience seemed to 
transition gradually from what initially felt like a mish-mash of 
similar-sounding songs to a cohesive collection of distinctive, 
resonant pieces. Swift continues to demonstrate her strengthen-

ing lyrical and musical prowess with each new album, and evermore 
has certainly served as a comfort to many fans and listeners in this 
winter unlike any other.

Sun praises Taylor Swift’s latest album, evermore

by Brynn Gibson 
Graphics Designer
     A few weeks ago, on Jan. 5, rumors began circling that 
model and reality star Kim Kardashian was filing for divorce 
from her husband, rapper Kayne West. The couple, who 
married in 2014, has four children together: North, 
Saint, Chicago, and Psalm. 
     While neither Kardashian 
nor West has taken legal action 
regarding their separation 
beyond hiring lawyers, a source 
who claimed to be personally 
connected with the family 
told multiple tabloids that 
“all signs are pointing to 
divorce.” Many fans were 
shocked and saddened by 
this news, but according to 
the same source, it was a 
long time coming: “Kim 
knows the marriage is 
over. She’s known for  
a while.” 
     Last week, Kar-
dashian posted 
pictures to 
her Insta-
gram in 
which 
she did not 
appear to be wearing 
her wedding ring.
     Reportedly, the couple has been living apart for some time 
now, only keeping connected for the sake of their children. 
Over the past year, West, who suffers from bipolar disorder, 
made headline news for a failed presidential run and rambling 
Twitter rants regarding Kim and her family. In comparison, 
this year Kim Kardashian continued to study to become a 
lawyer, fought for prison reform, and worked to free multiple 
nonviolent drug offenders.

     Apparently, according to inside sources, 
it was this growing divide in priorities that 
pushed Kim over the edge: “This divorce is 
happening because Kim has grown up a lot.” 
     Only one day after news initially broke 
of Kardashian and West’s split, social media 

influencer Ava Louise began telling her 
TikTok followers that Kanye West had 
cheated on Kim Kardashian with 
a popular male beauty guru. She 
then continued to imply that the 
beauty guru in question was Jef-
free Star. Fans, rightfully shocked 
by these claims, backed them up 
by citing the fact that both the 
former couple and makeup 
artist spent significant 
amounts of time at proper-
ties in Wyoming this year.
     While Jeffree Star 
propagated the rumor 
by jokingly referencing 

the claims in multiple 
social media posts, 

Ava Louise 
has since 
admit ted 
that  she 
had fabri-

cated the 
alleged affair 

entirely. In another 
controversial claim, Louise claimed that Kim 
Kardashian and her mother, Kris Jenner, had 
sued her. However, as it turned out, this was 
another fabricated ploy for online attention. 
Kris Jenner had only threatened to take legal 
action, but so far has not followed through 
with her threats.
(Sources: Elle, ET, Vulture, Page Six)

Gibson unpacks latest Kimye drama
by Lexi Kupor
Public Relations Manager
     On Jan. 4, ABC launched its 25th season 
of the Bachelor/Bachelorette franchise 
with Matt James in the starring role. 
James, a 29 year-old real estate broker 
based in New York City, began his journey 
by greeting 32 women, hopeful that he will 
find his lifelong partner in the mix.
       ABC attempted to embrace contemporary 
activism by featuring their first ever Black 
bachelor this season, a move urged by past 
contestants and fans alike. ABC Entertainment 
president Karey Burke elaborated on the decision 
by explaining that “we know we have a respon-
sibility to make sure the love stories we’re 
seeing onscreen are representative of 
the world we live in… this is just the 
beginning, and we will continue to take 
action with regard to diversity issues on 
this franchise.”
      However, many questioned ABC’s true com-
mitment to diversity, contemplating whether 
their decision simply reflects surface-level 
performative activism. Rachel Lindsay, the 
first Black bachelorette, shares this appre-
hension. “I hate that [casting 
James] is in response… to 
what happened in our society, 
what happened with George 
Floyd… It’s almost like a man 
had to die in such a gruesome and 
public way for us to get a Black bache-
lor,” she explained. 
     James, unlike most bachelors, has 
never appeared in a previous franchise 
program. He introduced himself to view-
ers as an individual with deep family 
ties and an advocate for marginalized 
communities in his area. He currently 

helps to manage ABC Food Tours, an 
organization that delivers 

local restaurant food to 
children in need. 
     James’ season will 
not be completely 
conventional, as 
filming took place 
concurrently with 

the COVID pandemic. 
The cast will mostly 

remain on-site at the 
Nemacolin resort in Farm-

ington, PA, where activities 
such as horseback riding and 

outdoor exploration will replace 
the usual city outings and weekly 
travel. Viewers can regularly wit-
ness masked hotel staff and film 
crews in the background of  mul-

tiple camera shots.
     James himself 

expressed his appre-
hensions about this 

unprecedented season. As 
an individual with an inter-

racial background, he hopes to 
avoid criticisms from viewers “who 

have certain views — old school 
views — on what a relationship and 
what love looks like,” he stated. 
Continuing, he detailed his inner 

struggles: “I don’t want to piss off 
Black people… I don’t want to piss off 

white people. But I’m both of those. How 
do I please everybody?” This important 
question will be one James repeatedly 
contemplates as his season continues to 
develop and unfold.
(Sources: ABC, Chicago Tribune)

Bachelor franchise sparks controversy with new season

Davidson explains the game of Minecraft Bedwars
by Cara Davidson
Public Relations Manager
     Over the course of quarantine I have slowly fallen into my old 
habits of playing Minecraft Bedwars late into the night. My recent 
rediscovery has led me to appreciate many aspects of this highly 
detailed game. Bedwars keeps me entertained for hours; I 
can’t think of a better way to procrastinate for my 
English debate. 
     Minecraft Bedwars teaches me 
important lessons about life, 
and it’s one of my only 
sources of serotonin. 
According to a 
fellow Bedwars 
p l a y e r , 
“ B e d w a r s 
is the only 
thing keeping 
me going.” To 
t ru ly  show 
how miracu-
lous this game 
is, I am going to walk 
through a usual play by play of a 
Hypixel Minecraft Bedwars experience, 
and reflect on how it symbolizes the beauty 
of life. 
     Step one: collect money. The first and most imperative step to 
winning Minecraft Bedwars is to collect your bank. This step involves 

standing on the money dispenser with your team members while 
money is slowly and evenly distributed out to the team. Iron, and 

sometimes gold appears as the team stands there, 
waiting during the long process of making 

bank. Not only does this step teach the 
importance of patience, but it 

also teaches that sharing 
is caring.
     Step two: 
protect your 
bed. Using 
your hard-
e a r n e d 
cash, you 
must buy 
materials 
of varying 

durability to pro-
tect your bed so others can’t take it. 

The sturdiest protectants are more expensive, 
and the weaker protectants are cheaper. Just like 

the real world, you get what you pay for in Bedwars. For 
all of the young Bedwarsers out there, this sets up a lifetime 
of responsible buying and warns against secondhand companies 
and fast fashion. The bed symbolizes family, so the important lesson 
to take from Bedwars is that we must protect what we love. Beautiful. 
     Step three: Build to other islands, collect diamonds and emeralds, 
and buy extraterrestrial magic to help aid an awesome win. Do not 
be fooled, though. This cash is hard to get. To attain this money, you 

must scale islands while other teams attack you and try to steal your 
stuff. This stage teaches money management skills and the value of  
hard work. 
     Step four: kill everyone else and win. You must 

steal everyone else’s bed and then 
kill them so you can be the 

last one standing. This 
step simply teaches us 

that those who work 
hard will come out 
on top. 
     So, now that 

you have been 
schoo led  in 
how to destroy 
in Minecraft 
Bedwars, and 
why playing it 
is so important 
to becoming a 
well-rounded 

individual,hope-
ful ly you wil l 

spend your home-
work time wisely play-

ing this game. Somehow, this 
block game has managed to capture 

everything beautiful and important that there is to life, while being 
intensely fun. Pog. 
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